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ABSTRACT

This study took to carry out an investigation on contemporary fishing methods and

sustainability of fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia. The objectives of the study

were to determine the level of usage of contemporary fishing methods, to determine

the level of sustainability of fishing Activities and to establish the relationship between

the level of usage of contemporary fishing methods and sustainability of fishing

Activities in Eyl district Somalia. The study employed descriptive correlational study

design which involved both qualitative and quantitative approaches. With regards to this

method, the researcher used a structured questionnaire which was based on simple and

understandable questions. Responses from the 175 sample size respondents suggested

that the levels of usage of contemporary fishing methods were too wanting. The

researcher found out that though the effectiveness of these methods is high, their

adoption was still not up to the mark. Sustainability of fishing Activities was also

confirmed to be low. It was also established that there is indeed a causal relationship

between the usage of contemporary fishing methods and sustainability of fishing

Activities which was positive and strong measuring at 0.889 on the Pearson Correlation

Scale. The researcher suggested that it has become imperative that there be significant

improvement on the usage of the contemporary fishing methods by among others,

enforcing regulations to the field, public awareness, research and technological

improvement etc.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

LO Introduction

This chapter dealt with the introduction, background of the study, statement of the

problem, purpose, objectives, research questions, hypothesis, and significance of study,

scope and operational definitions of key terms.

Li Background of the Study

LL1 Historical perspective

With global reports on declining fisheries produce, and with the disintegration of many

local fishing communities especially in the United States and African waters, there is

much debate about how best to manage our fisheries. Traditionally, fisheries have been

managed on a “numbers” basis, species by- species. In what is referred to as “single

species management,” the focus is on how many fish can be removed before we cause

deleterious effects to future stocks. What is often lost in this assessment is the impact

of how we fish what gear we use, how it is deployed, and its consequences for the

health and sustainability of our marine species and ecosystems.

While specific problems, such as the collapse of New England ground fish fisheries, are

widely covered by the media, the ongoing harm to non-target species and damage to

marine ecosystems caused by fishing is largely overlooked. Currently, almost one-

quarter of global fisheries catches are discarded at sea, dead or dying, each year.

Scientists estimate that 2.3 billion pounds of sea life were discarded in 2000 in the

United States alone. In addition, many uncommon, threatened, or endangered species,

such as sharks, sea turtles, seabirds, and marine mammals, are killed in fishing

operations. There is growing concern that fishing gears that contact the seafloor

damage the very habitats that marine life depend on for their survival.

Humanity’s collective view of the ocean, our understanding of human influence on it,

and the way we value marine life have changed dramatically over the past century. In

the late nineteenth century, the sea seemed so bountiful that eminent British biologist
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Thomas Huxley in Huxley, (1883) declared, ‘~I believe that. . . all the great sea-fisheries

are inexhaustible Nothing we can do seriously affects the number of fish.” But at

the close of the twentieth century, scientists had provided unmistakable evidence that

the sea is in trouble Norse & Carlton, (1995). The health of estuaries, coastal waters,

and ocean has become an increasing global concern, and it is now clear that the largest

threat to the sea’s biological diversity and productivity is fishing Jackson & Dayton,

(2002).

Humans have hunted marine animals for a very long time, but the sea’s opacity made

fishing very inefficient. Our earlier, limited technology allowed many fish to escape and

others to remain undiscovered. But twentieth-century innovations larger boats, steel

hulls, and powerful engines; improved fishing gears; and weather forecasting,

navigation, and fish-finding technologies have made the seas transparent Koslow,

(2002)

These innovations, coupled with an inexhaustible demand for seafood, place almost all

marine populations and habitats at risk. Usually, the collapse of fisheries is attributed to

overfishing, the taking of more individuals than the remaining population can replace.

Hshery managers traditionally have paid less attention to the incidental, or collateral,

impacts of fishing on non-target species those not actively sought by fishers and on the

habitat of both target and non-target species. These collateral impacts, which are the

focus of this report receive less attention for several reasons: few non-fishers observe

fishing operations; very few people, including fishers and fishery managers, ever visit

the seafloor; and as human beings we tend to underestimate the adverse

environmental effects of our actions, in part because of the short history of our

individual experiences Hall, (1997). This lack of awareness has greatly slowed actions to

curtail by-catch and habitat damage caused by fishing.

Little is known about the abundance, composition, distribution, and general behavior of

the fish stocks off the Somali coast. The fisheries in the area are not developed except

for the oceanic pelagic fishery for tuna and mackerel which were traditionally fished off
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from the northern Somali coast. There are few stock assessment and abundance

estimation surveys carried out in the area.

Crushing, (1997) estimated the tertiary production in the Somali upwelling area to be

1.24 million tons. The tertiary production was derived from primary and secondary

production by taking 1% of the first and 10% of the second. The radiocarbon method

was used in estimating primary production during the International Indian Ocean

Expedition.

Domestic fresh fish consumption is limited to coastal areas mainly due to poor

infrastructure, restricted access to fish, lack of familiarity with fish, seasonality of its

supply and a predominant meat-eating tradition among the Somali communities.

LL2 Theoretical perspective

The study was based on the theory of sustainable futures of ecology by Holling, (2000)

was used to guide this study. The theory states that for the future to remain

sustainable, an environment needs to be cultured which allows for adaptive systems to

develop each time there is an environmental change in ecology. Ecological models

propose to sustain biological diversity and ecological integrity. That is, rather than

focusing on opportunity or capital as the key unit of sustainability, they focus directly on

the health of the living world. Within this model, there are two major ways of deciding

which ecological goods to sustain. From an anthropocentric point of view essential

natural resources should be sustained, as should those ecological systems and

regenerative processes on which human systems rely. From an eccentric point of view

species should be sustained for their intrinsic value, as should ecological systems and

generators of creatures with intrinsic value. In policy, as noted above, strong and weak

views may converge Anderson, (1986).

According to Holling, (2000) Sustainable designs driven by conservation interests often

ignore the needs for an adaptive form of economic development that emphasizes

human economic enterprise and institutional flexibility. Those driven by economic and

industrial interests often act as if the uncertainty of nature can be replaced with human
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engineering and management controls, or ignored all together. Those driven by social

interests can act as if community development and empowerment of individuals

encounter no limits to the imagination and initiative of local groups.

Each view captures its prescriptions in code words: regulation and control; get the

prices right; empowerment; stakeholder ownership. These are not wrong, just too

partial. Investments fail because they are partial. As a consequence, the policies of

governments, private foundations, international agencies, and NGOs flop from

emphasizing one kind of myopic solution to another. Over the last three decades, such

policies have switched from large investment schemes, to narrow conservation ones to

(at present) equally narrow community development ones.

LL3 Conceptua~ perspective

Two main concepts were presented in this study with further concepts stemming from

these two. The two concepts appeared as the dependent and independent variables in

the study;

a. Contemporary fishing methods

b. Sustainable fishing Activities

Contemporary fishing methods are those techniques used by fishers to harvest or tame

fish in the waters. These methods are many in number but only three are going to be

considered for the purpose of the study.

Gillnets. A gillnet is a curtain-like panel of netting that is suspended vertically in the

water by floats along the top of the net and weighted along the bottom (lead line)

Dredges. They are towed behind a vessel, sometimes in pairs. Dredges are defined by

the width of the frame. Most dredges are thirteen or fifteen feet (approximately four to

four and one-half meters) wide and can weigh as much as 2,400 pounds, or 1,000

kilograms. Hall (1997)
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Trawls . Trawis are a class of mobile fishing gear in which a large, baglike net is towed

behind a vessel. The cone-shaped net is wide at the mouth and narrows to create a

“cod end~” The net is held open by a solid beam, or by the force of water pressure

against the doors, often made of wood or steel, that move upright through the water

Brookes, (1990).

Sustainable fishing Activities is state where the fishing activities in the ocean don’t only

benefit the fishermen and economic activities in EyI, but also make sure the habitat in

the ocean and the whole oceanic ecological system is not adversely tampered with. This

is so because it is assumed that it is in everyone’s interest to have continued marine life

in the sea. (Jackson (2002)

1.L4 ContextuaA perspect~ve~

Fishing in Puntland region has been on a deteriorating trend in the last 10 years

whereby the catch by fishermen has reduced significantly. This has been attributed to

the interference that fishermen and their equipment have caused to the fish natural

habitat. Over the last five years there have in fact been calls by the state government

to regulate the fishing in the waters around the region. This initiative has been

frustrated by the bureaucracy in implementing the laws concerning the protection of the

resources and up to this day unregulated fishing practices are still being witnessed in

the area. This has resulted in to even more damage to such habitats which in turn

cause the fish catches to reduce Warsame, (2010).

The economy of Puntland is generally derived from the sea resource and fishing being

the main economic activity. This means that more and more people are losing out in

their daily sustenance due to the insufficient income that comes out of the activity.

There are many fishing methods being used in the region whereby most of them are

contemporary. Those fishing for commercial purposes use these methods on a larger

scale thereby posing the question whether it is these methods that interfere with the

marine ecosystem around the area Omar, (2011).
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1.2 Statement of the Probilem

Even though some adjustments like they type of fish to be caught, the types of fishing

nets to be used and the appropriate fishing methods to be used have been initiated

since 2006 to regulate the seasons to allow commercial fishing, their results are yet to

be seen, More over the implementation of these laws has faced challenges of corruption

and selective applications thereby rendering them useless Rickberg, (2008). This has

led to deteriorating fishing performance by the fishermen and poor marine life which

further aggravates the situation.

The Puntland state government has also been so passive when it comes to regulation of

fishing activities in the shores of Eyl arguably for political reasons. In 2008, they tried to

regulate fishing activities by cutting on the hours allowed for fishing which was greeted

with much hostility by the native fishermen (Sedrick, 2009). The policy was immediately

withdrawn and the shores have been without apparent policy ever since. And the

government has put up implications for failure to abide by the policies such as capturing

your boat, finishing nets and also capturing your fish that you have caught in order to

regulate the fishing activities on the fishing sites in the country.

This study therefore sought to seal the loophole that holds otherwise, productive fishing

grounds of Eyl through proposing good fishing methods to these fishermen who are

evidently all dependent on the fishing as their source of living.

L3 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to establish the impact of contemporary fishing methods

on the sustainability of the fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia.

Object~ves of the Study

To examine the effectiveness of contemporary fishing methods in Eyl, Puntland,

Somalia.

2. To assess the sustainability of the fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia.
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3. To establish the impact contemporary fishing methods and the sustainability of

fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia.

Research Quest~ons

What is the effectiveness of contemporary fishing methods in Eyl, Puntland,

Somalia?

2. What is the level of sustainability of the fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland,

Somalia?

3. What is the contemporary fishing methods and the sustainability of fishing

Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia?

L6 Research Hypothesis

H0 = null hypothesis

There is no relationship between the usage of contemporary fishing methods and

sustainability of fishing Activities in Eyl ,Puntland, Somalia.

1~7 Scope of the Study

L7d Geographkall scope

This study was conducted in Eyl which is an offshore ancient town in the northern

Nugal province of Somalia near the Hafun Peninsula in the autonomous Puntland.

L7~2 Content scope

This study only focused on establishing the relationship between the two study

variables in question i.e. Contemporary fishing methods and sustainability of fishing

Activities. This was achieved through investigating the different aspects of both

variables and the relationship therein. In analyzing the independent variable on

Contemporary Fishing Methods the researcher considered the effectiveness and

efficiency and productivity of fishing methods, Dredges, Gillnets and Trawls. On the

other hand the dependent variable of sustainability of fishing Activities was analyzed by
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economic sustainability, environmental sustainability and cultural sustainability as under

the effect on habitat, by-catch and Ghost fishing

L7~3 Time scope

The time scope for this study was 2 years, from 2013-2014.

L7A Theoretical scope

The theory of sustainable futures of ecology by (Holling, 2000) states that in order for

the future to remain sustainable, an environment needs tobe cultured which allows for

adaptive systems to develop each time there is an environmental change in ecology

1.8 Significance of the Study

This research study is bound to benefit many parties or stakeholders as fishing is a very

important field and almost everyone is affected directly or indirectly by fishing activities.

Fishermen. Fishermen will be able to learn better ways of conducting their activities

which will lead to better catches and more profitability of their ventures. This will be

achieved through recommendations of proper fishing methods.

Environmentalists. These are groups which have a passionate concern about the state

of the environment. Since this study is focused on the welfare of marine life, it will

greatly applaud and augment their efforts to preserving and protecting the environment

against any harmful activities.

Community. This study is also aiming to improve the community economic welfare of

the people of Eyl by commercializing fishing activities in the region. Currently fishing is

majorly used as a subsistence activity. This will ultimately lead to improved standards of

living of the people of Eyl through exportation of fish products.

Future researchers. This study adds to the present body of knowledge already available

in books, documentaries, online sources and many more. Future researchers will enjoy

the rich information borne of the first-hand information obtained from the respondents

in the field during the study.
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L9 Operational Definitions of Key Terms

The following terms are defined as they are used in the study:

Fishing Activities: these are the Activities initiated by the State Government of

Puntland and Non-Governmental Organizations to assist the fishermen of FyI in order

for them earn a living and boost their standards of living.

Activity management: this is the process through which a Activity is planned,

executed and evaluated by under professional supervision from start to completion.

Collateral impact: Unintentional or incidental damage to sea life or seafloor habitat

caused by fishing activities directed toward other types of sea life. Collateral impact

includes by-catch and habitat damage.

Contemporary Fishing methods: these are the modern fishing techniques used to

capture, harvest and tame fish from their habitat.

By-catch: This is the incidental catching and discarding of species alive, injured, or

dead, while fishing.

Habitat damage: This is damage to living seafloor structures (e.g., corals, sponges,

sea grasses) as well as alteration to the geologic structures (e.g., boulders, cobbles,

gravel, sand, mud) that serve as nursery areas, refuges, and homes for fishes and

organisms living on or near the seafloor.

Ghost fishing~ Ghost fishing is the term used for lost or abandoned fishing gear that

continues to catch fish. It is environmentally detrimental and the fish caught is wasted.

The issue of “ghost fishing” was first brought to the attention of world at the 16th

Session of the FAO Committee on Fisheries in April 1985. Following debate at COFI, the

FAO Secretariat published an in-depth study of the problem

9



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2~O Introduct~on

This chapter dealt with studies already conducted that are also relevant to the study in

question. It contains five subsections namely: Theoretical Review, Conceptual

Framework, Contemporary Fishing Methods, Sustainability of Fishing Activities, Related

Studies and Research Gaps

2.1 Theoretkall Review

(Holling, 2000) coined the theory of sustainable futures of ecology in which he opined

that for a future to remain sustainable, an environment needs to be cultured which

allows for adaptive systems to develop each time there is an environmental change in

ecology. Sustainable development and management of global and regional resources is

not an ecological problem, nor an economic one, nor a social one. It is a combination of

all three. And yet actions to integrate all three typically have short-changed one or

more.

Sustainable designs driven by conservation interests often ignore the needs for an

adaptive form of economic development that emphasizes human economic enterprise

and institutional flexibility. Those driven by economic and industrial interests often act

as if the uncertainty of nature can be replaced with human engineering and

management controls, or ignored all together. Those driven by social interests can act

as if community development and empowerment of individuals encounter no limits to

the imagination and initiative of local groups. Each view captures its prescriptions in

code words: regulation and control; get the prices right; empowerment; stakeholder

ownership. These are not wrong, just too partial. Investments fail because they are

partial. As a consequence, the policies of governments, private foundations,

international agencies, and NGOs flop from emphasizing one kind of myopic solution to

another. Over the last three decades, such policies have switched from large investment

schemes, to narrow conservation ones to (at present) equally narrow community

development ones.
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Each group builds its efforts on theory, although many would deny anything but the

most pragmatic and non-theoretical foundations. The conservationists depend on

theories of ecology and evolution, the developers on variants of free-market models,

the community activists on theories of community and social organization. All these

theories are correct, in the sense of being partially tested and credible representations

of one part of reality. The problem is that they are partial. They are too simple. We lack

an integrated theory that can serve as a foundation for sustainable futures, a theory

that recognizes the synergies and constraints among nature, economic activities, and

people, a theory that informs and emerges from thoughtful practice.

Evidence points to a common cause behind past failures of investments in sustainable

development. Historically, the management of forest, rangelands, fisheries, and wildlife

resources was dominated by theories of carrying capacity and goals of sustainable yield.

Human behavior was ignored. The application of these theories led to the expectation

that target variables such as employment could be stabilized and created a demand for

a constant flow of product. These policies were successful initially, and profit and

employment were, in fact, stabilized. But their very success resulted in slow changes in

key ecological, social, and cultural components not captured in the management

models: changes that typically led to the collapse of the entire system. The “economic

extinction” of cod along the coast of eastern North America is a prime example. From a

review of a wide range of failed sustainable development initiatives, a common

pathology emerges. At the extreme, the ecological system loses resilience, the

industries become dependent and inflexible, the management agencies become rigid

and myopic, and the public loses trust in governance.

11



2~2 Conceptuall Framework

Independent Var~ablle Dependent Var~ablle

Contemporary Fish~ng Methods Susta~nabullity of flsh~ng Activities

Dredges Economic sustainability
Gilinets
Trawis • Environmental sustainability

• Cultural sustainability

Inteivening Var~ablles

• Government support
• Community support

Source: Researcher’s conceptua Hzat~on

12



23 Review of Rdated Literature

2~3i. Contemporary F~sh~ng Methods

2~3.L1 Dredges

Dredges are used to catch benthic species such as clams, scallops, oysters, blue crabs,

sea urchins, sea cucumbers, and goosefish.

They are towed behind a vessel, sometimes in pairs. Dredges are defined by the width

of the frame. Most dredges are thirteen or fifteen feet (approximately four to four and

one-half meters) wide and can weigh as much as 2,400 pounds, or 1,000 kilograms

Bradley, (2004). The dredge most commonly used in the United States is the New

Bedford style dredge, which consists of a large metal frame with a metal bag to hold

the collected organisms. The frame and cutting bar ride along the surface of the

seafloor, occasionally digging into the bottom, while the bag drags along behind, in

contact with the seafloor. The front of the frame is outfitted with a tickler chain, which

triggers organisms such as scallops to propel from the seafloor so they are more easily

captured. Rock chains are used on rocky areas of seafloor to prevent large boulders

from entering the bag.

Dredging reduces habitat complexity, leading to long-term effects including decreased

species richness and biomass and increased presence of weedy species. Dredging

damages organisms reduces biomass and smothers Submerged Aquatic Vegetation

(SAV) and algae Wilson, (2000). On sand, mud, and silt bottoms, dredging smoothens

bed forms, re-suspends sediments reducing the number of species living there as a

result of burial or smothering, and reduces nutrients and microbial activity Kurt, (1993).

Dredging of gravel, hard-bottom, and living habitats reduces species living in the

interstices of the gravel and rocks, species attached to the seafloor, and habitat

complexity. On oyster reefs dredging reduces reef height and decreases oyster

resistance to low oxygen. Dredging also damages shellfish found in and on top of soft

bottoms.

13



Dredges catch or damage organisms not targeted especially sponges, bivalves, aquatic

vegetation, and bottom fishes. These organisms often are uprooted from the seafloor

and then crushed by the weight of the bag and are unlikely to survive if captured and

discarded. Bag ring size can be regulated to reduce the number of unwanted organisms

retained in the bag Damon, (2003).

2,3.1.2 Gmnets

A gillnet is a curtain-like panel of netting that is suspended vertically in the water by

floats along the top of the net and weighted along the bottom (lead line) Fouler,

(1997). Because the monofilament line used to make the net is transparent, organisms

are unable to see the net, and they swim into it and become entangled, often by their

gill cover (operculum). Two main types of gillnets are in use: bottom gillnets and mid-

water gillnets.

Bottom Glllnets (Including Anchored or Set Gillnets) Bottom gillnets are used to catch

benthic species such as sharks, goosefish, cod, Pollock, and flounder. These nets are

either weighted and/or anchored to maintain contact with the seafloor. An individual

gillnet can be 350 feet (100 meters) long. Often, ten to twenty nets are tied together in

a line.

Mid-water gillnets are most commonly used to catch pelagic (water-column) fish species

such as sharks, herring, mackerel, salmon, and swordfish. Mid-water gillnets are

marked at the ends with buoys, but the nets are not anchored to the seafloor. Mid-

water gilinets can be as much as 1,200 feet (360 meters) long and 12—50 feet (3.5—13

meters) deep. Many net panels can be tied together. Because mid-water gillnets rarely

come into contact with the seafloor, their effects on habitat are minimal Chrisomptom,

(2001).

Gillnets are a nonselective type of gear, often catching a wide range of non-target

species. By maintaining a vertical profile in the water column, drift gillnets cause by

catch of marine mammals, seabirds, sea turtles, sharks, and fishes. In states where gill
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nets are legal, regulations limit soak times and net mesh size to reduce by-catch of

non-target and juvenile target species.

The rate of continuous fishing by lost gillnets (ghost-fishing) depends on maintenance

of a vertical profile, visibility to fish (older nets become more visible as a result of

encrustation by algae, etc.), and abundance of fish in the area where the gill net is lost.

Lost nets can become tangled on seafloor structures such as coral heads and rocky

outcroppings damaging the seafloor and entangling organisms.

In Alaska and Puget Sound, Washington, marbled muralists and common mores are

entangled and killed in salmon fisheries Caar, (1987).

2~3~L3 Trawils

Trawls are a class of mobile fishing gear in which a large, baglike net is towed behind a

vessel. The cone-shaped net is wide at the mouth and narrows to create a “cod end.”

The net is held open by a solid beam, or by the force of water pressure against the

doors, often made of wood or steel, that move upright through the water. Each door

can weigh many thousands of pounds (as much as 6,000 kilograms). The net is

attached to the doors by a weighted bridle that connects to a foot rope on the bottom

and a buoyed head rope to hold the net mouth open. In a beam trawl, a wooden or

metal beam, rather than doors, holds the mouth of the net open. Use of beam trawls is

minimal in the United States Fouler, (1997). Bottom Trawls (Including Otter Trawls,

Shrimp Trawls, and Beam Trawis) Bottom trawis are used throughout most of the

United States to catch benthic species such as shrimp, sole, cod, flounder, and

rockfishes. Most bottom trawls are variations of the otter trawl.

Typically, doors are designed to come into contact with the seafloor; however, newer

designs skid across the seafloor with less contact. The ground line, which keeps the net

in close contact with the seafloor, can be a weighted chain or cable, sometimes

modified with large, heavy discs and rollers designed to ride over obstructions and keep

the net belly from snagging and tearing on the seafloor.
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The spread of trawl nets can be as much as 200 feet (55 meters) wide and 40 feet (12

meters) high. Trawis are used from shallow depths of 50 feet (15 meters) inshore to

extreme depths of 6,000 feet (2 km) on the continental slope Carragher, (1997). Mid-

water Trawls are used mostly to catch pelagic and benthopelagic schooling species,

such as Pollock, hake, herring and Atlantic mackerel.

The most common mid-water trawls are similar to bottom trawls but with lighter

rigging, and larger net mouths, up to 330 feet (100 meters). Despite their name, mid-

water trawls can be used close to the bottom and contact the seafloor.

Trawling reduces habitat complexity, species richness and biomass, and increases the

presence of weedy species by altering the species composition (e.g., long-lived and

fragile species are less likely to withstand trawling). It reduces the biomass of SAV

through loss of rhizomes and smothering, reduces coverage of organisms attached to

the seafloor, smooth bed forms, and compresses sediments in sand and mud habitats.

Trawling also re-suspends sediment (turbidity), lowers the nutritive quality of sediment,

and reduces primary and microbial production Wilson, (2000). Turbidity impedes the

normal functioning of benthic organisms’ feeding and respiratory structures, resulting in

hypoxia or anoxia. Turbidity may also increase primary and microbial production in

certain situations. On hard-bottom and living habitats, trawling reduces the size and/or

density of invertebrates such as sponges and coral colonies. Trawling displaces boulders

and damages seafloor structures, reducing feeding and sheltering sites for marine life.

By-catch varies seasonally, temporally, and by target species. Bottom trawls catch non

target species, including fishes, marine mammals, turtles, seabirds, and invertebrates,

as the net sweeps across the ocean floor Bradley,(2004).

Because such large quantities of ocean life are brought on board at once, the unwanted

organisms are often returned to the ocean dead, having failed to recover from being

crushed in the net, or unable to recover from being out of the water for the length of

time it took to sort the catch.
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Despite regulations, old nets and cod ends are dumped at sea. Lost trawl gear has low

ghost-fishing potential unless the net is suspended by floats. Buoyant trawl web masses

attract pelagic fishes and invertebrates, which in turn attract and entangle sea turtles

and seals.

2.3.2 Effidency and effect~veness of flsh~ng methods

Traditional, open-access methods of managing a fishery attempt to reduce fishing

mortality either directly (with gear restrictions or prohibitions) or indirectly (by

restricting the allowable catches through the use of quotas, trip limits, size limits, and

seasonal and area closures). These methods can work biologically, at least in the short

term, but they create economic inefficiencies by forcing fishermen to adopt less

productive, and hence less profitable, harvesting techniques and/or to incur higher

costs to comply with or react to the regulations Alaska Fisheries, (2001). Some

economic consequences of traditional regulatory techniques are briefly summarized in

Anderson, (1986).

Gear restrictions and prohibitions tend to induce economic inefficiency by forcing

fishermen to use more expensive and/or less productive fishing techniques. Fishermen

could switch to other gear types, but presumably these fishermen were already using

their most profitable gears, so the switch would reduce profits. Also, fishermen could

increase their usage of uncontrolled components of effort. For example, if the number

of lobster traps per boat were restricted, fishermen might reduce soak times, adopt

faster trap pullers, or experiment with new trap designs or different baiting techniques

Alverson, (1998). Or, fishermen could invent a new gear or fishing technique.

On the other side annual quotas and the resultant seasonal closures encourage

fishermen to seek more effective ways to maximize their shares of the overall catch

before the quota is reached and the season is closed. Fishermen would fish more

intensively earlier in the season and would actively seek out and adopt new gear, larger

vessels, or different technologies designed to increase catches before the fishery is

closed Carragher, (1997). Yet, catches per fisherman do not necessarily increase due to
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crowding and stock externalities and the overall limit on production, Hence, quotas and

seasonal closures increase harvesting costs, reduce the length of the fishing season,

and may reduce dockside prices because the entire industry’s catch is landed during a

shorter period of time.

Also, a shorter fishing season could lead to an overall reduction in product quality if fish

are not properly stored when boats are at sea during the race for fish, if a larger

fraction of the overall catch must be frozen rather than sold in fresh markets, and if fish

must be frozen for longer periods of time before they are marketed Bradley, (2004).

The effectiveness of fishing gear here seems to have a significant impact on the quality

of the catch and the overall profitability of the venture.

2~3~3 Product~vity

Although both economic and biological performances have long been important focal

points in fisheries economics, traditional productivity measurement has historically

played an ancillary role. In the past two decades, however, it has been increasingly

recognized that modeling and measuring production processes in fisheries is a key to

understanding, and ultimately correcting, imbalances resulting from market failures and

biological constraints. Production models allow one to track standard measures of

economic performance and to analyze how such measures change in response to

regulatory and biological variations. Norse et al, (1995) added to the currently limited

literature on productivity in fisheries, by estimating productivity and its components for

the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands pollock fishery. In particular, he analyzed changes

in productivity that occurred for catcher-processors after introduction of cooperatives

through the American Fisheries Act. He also incorporated measures of discarded by

catch in the model so that productivity measures embody externalities generated by

Pollock harvesting operations. His approach is less restrictive than the existing fishery

productivity studies in that assumptions are relaxed regarding constant returns to scale,

marginal cost pricing, Hicks-neutrality, and homothetic reparability Anderson, (1986).
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2~3~4 Susta~nabiNty of flsh~ng Activities

2.3A.1 Economic sustainability

Economic models propose to sustain opportunity, usually in the form of capital.

According to the classic definition formulated by the economist Robert Solow, we should

think of sustainability as an investment problem, in which we must use returns from the

use of natural resources to create new opportunities of equal or greater value. Social

spending on the poor or on environmental protection, while perhaps justifiable on other

grounds takes away from this investment and so competes with a commitment to

sustainability.

With another view of capital, however, the economic model might look different. If we

do not assume that “natural capital” is always interchangeable with financial capital,

argue Herman Daly (1996) and other proponents of ecological economics, then

sustaining opportunity for the future requires strong conservation measures to preserve

ecological goods and to keep economies operating in respect of natural limits. These

considerations complement an ecological model.

From a different perspective of the relation between opportunity and capital, spending

on the poor might be regarded as a kind of investment in the future. According to the

economist AmartyaSen’s “development as freedom” Anderson, (1986) we create

options for the future by creating options for today’s poor because more options drive

greater development. In this political model of sustainability, sustaining opportunity for

the future requires investing in individual dignity today. This approach complements the

political model.

2~3~4~2 Environmental sustainabullity

Ecological models propose to sustain biological diversity and ecological integrity. That

is, rather than focusing on opportunity or capital as the key unit of sustainability, they

focus directly on the health of the living world. Within this model, there are two major

ways of deciding which ecological goods to sustain. From an anthropocentric point of

view essential natural resources should be sustained, as should those ecological
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systems and regenerative processes on which human systems rely. From an ecocentric

point of view species should be sustained for their intrinsic value, as should ecological

systems as generators of creatures with intrinsic value. In policy, as noted above,

strong and weak views may converge.

Some fishing methods have adverse effects on the habitat of marine creatures. The

seafloor is, quite literally, a largely uncharted frontier for science, yet it is crucial to the

biological productivity of the ocean. Only in recent years has science begun to

comprehend the importance of the seafloor as fish habitat and the ecological

implications of its disturbance by humans. Fishing gears that contact the seafloor

disturbs geologic and biological structures Bradley, (2004).

These gears plane off structures on soft areas of the ocean bottom, displace boulders,

and harm bottom-dwelling organisms by crushing them, burying them, or exposing

them to predators. The habitat damage caused by a particular gear depends on its

footprint that is, whether the gear is towed across the bottom and causes linear

disturbances or contacts the bottom only at restricted points. Type of habitat, duration

of contact, and type, width, weight, and number of units employed all determine the

extent of adverse effects. The benthic animals most sensitive to fishing gears are those

that are erect and fragile, long-lived and slow-growing, or living in waters where severe

natural disturbances are less common, particularly below a depth of 350 feet (100

meters).

Efforts to understand the role of the seafloor are complicated by the fact that many

places were substantially altered before scientific study began (Watling et al (1998);

Thrush et al, (2001). The lack of a historical baseline makes it much more difficult to

determine the significance of what we see today. To paraphrase Dayton et al (1998),

no matter how well one understands present populations, any current program fails to

discern the ghosts of missing animals Brookes, (1990).
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2.3.4.3 Cultural sustainabiNty

Fishing as an economic activity has been known to impacts the culture of the local

people in a major way (Alverson, 1998). Many cultures Canada wide have relied on

fishing for a main part of their diet. When the European settlers first discovered Canada

they exhausted the fish population triggering a dispute between Aboriginal peoples and

European settlers that still exists today. The Aboriginal peoples of Canada, especially on

the east and west coasts have relied on fishing for their survival and some still do

today. With the development of Canada and influx of immigrants came laws preventing

people from exhausting fish supplies, except Aboriginal peoples. In order to have

sustainable aquaculture the two cultures within Canada need to cooperate and make

steps towards protecting the fruit of the ocean Wilson, (2000).

2.3.4.4 Effects of unregulated fishing methods

By~Catch. Every year, fisheries in the United States discard vast numbers of

invertebrates, fish, sea turtles, sea birds, and marine mammals that were caught

unintentionally (Alverson, 1998) Using Alverson’s estimate that roughly 25 percent of

catch is discarded, Dayton et al (2002) estimated that in 2000, U.S. fisheries discarded

2.3 billion pounds (1.05 million metric tons) of sea life. In some fisheries, such as the

Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery, it is estimated that there is nearly 10 lbs. of by-catch for

every pound of shrimp landed (Damon, 2003).

One of the most vexing issues is the scarcity of valid by-catch estimates. Many

estimates are based on fishers’ logbooks, but it is doubtful that they always report by-

catch accurately.

More often, by-catch is estimated from reports by onboard observers. Unfortunately

observer coverage, not including fisheries with very large vessels, is limited (e.g., less

than 1 percent observer coverage in the case of the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery). The

low rate of observer coverage means that the only way to get overall by-catch

estimates is to extrapolate from small samples to an entire fleet. These estimates also
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assume that fishers fish the same way whether or not observers are on board and that

species are uniformly distributed—neither of which is necessarily valid(Shaw, 1993).

By-catch occurs because fishing gear does not discriminate between the target species

and those that live in close association with it. Many factors influence the severity of by-

catch, including the species’ pattern of distribution (e.g., patchiness or concentration in

one area, seasonality), predictability of behavior, and associations with other species, as

well as the degree to which fishers can control deployment of the gear (Hall, 1997)With

the possible exception of harpooning, spear fishing, and hand-picking, all classes of

fishing gears result in some level of unintended catch.

By-catch creates problems for both fishers and managers. By-catch of species protected

under the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 or the Endangered Species Act of

1973 can cause fisheries to be closed (Collins, 1996).

In addition, regulatory by-catch—discards that occur because management regimes

limit the types of fish a particular fisher can land—leads to discarding of marketable

species. For example, current regulations in Alaska prohibit fishers not licensed to fish

for Pacific halibut, salmon, herring, or certain crab species from retaining these species

(Grant, 1993). When a fishery exceeds its by-catch limit for one of these species, it is

closed for the season (Chrisomptom, 2001). In 1994, the by-catch mortality of Pacific

halibut in Alaska equaled 19 percent of the total allowable catch and 29 percent of

commercial landings (Trumble, 1997). Because of regulatory by-catch closures, the

overall 1995 ground fish catch reached only about two thirds of the total allowable

catch. Excessive halibut by-catch also required fishers to forgo approximately 17,600

tons (16,000 metric tons) of other flatfishes (e.g., sole) catch in 1994.

It is clear that by-catch significantly impacts individual species. In the United States in

2001, the federal government proposed listing the small-tooth sawfish as endangered

under the Endangered Species Act solely because of by-catch mortality (Federal

Register, 2001). Other species imperiled as a result of by-catch include the barndoor

skate in the North Atlantic Ocean and the leatherback sea turtle in the Pacific.
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Impact on many other species especially non-target species are not known, and even

more problematic is the assessment of the ecosystem-wide consequences of by-catch.

Ghost Fish~ng. Ghost fishing is the result of nets and other fishing materials that are

accidentally or intentionally abandoned in the sea. These nets continue to senselessly

trap fish and shellfish and even large marine mammals, which die of exhaustion or

suffocation after struggling to get to the surface to breathe. The problem of abandoned

or lost equipment has been amplified by increased fishing activity and the introduction

of nets and line made from long-lasting synthetic material (Smith, 1996).

Ghost fishing normally occurs with passive fishing gear such as long lines, gill nets,

entangling nets, trammel nets, traps and pots, etc. as opposed to active fishing gear

such as trawls and seines. The catching process of active fishing gear generally ceases

when the gear is no longer attached to the vessel. However, any type of lost or

abandoned fishing gear on the surface is a danger to passing vessels by becoming

entangled in the propeller and disabling the vessel, particularly in bad weather(Bradley,

2004). Fishing vessels are especially at risk because the lost fishing gear may be

brought to the surface if entangled in the vessel’s own fishing gear.

Having established that there is likely a problem of ghost fishing with a particular

fishery, the next logical step would be to quantify it. How much does ghost fishing

contribute to the decrease of the stocks of fish, cetaceans, etc. and how many nets are

floating around? The answer is not easy as nets do not float or remain moored in the

same position forever. Driftnets are subject to the effects of wind and currents and can

lose their straight, rectangular, curtain-like shape to form an irregular shape that finally

becomes self-entangled into a floating mass. Local wind and current conditions

determine the speed at which this occurs (Kaleb, 1992). In addition, over a longer

period of time, marine organisms foul the netting, making it visible, so that the catching

efficiency of the net decreases.

Furthermore, large fish or cetaceans approach the net to feed on the smaller entrapped

fish and can also get caught. In a struggle to free themselves they contribute more and
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more to the decreasing catching area of the net. In any of these intermediate stages

the net can be washed ashore by coastal or oceanic currents where it disintegrate due

to the abrasive environmental conditions of sandy or rocky shores as well as to the

effect of sunlight. The net might also foul sensitive areas for some time before it

disintegrates. If the net remains floating on the surface it eventually degrades due to

the effects of sunlight.

The amount of fish and other animals which are Bcaughtu during this time depends on

the various factors listed above. But whatever the estimate, it is generally agreed that

measures to avoid ghost fishing are needed and, in some countries, have already been

initiated (Alaska Fisheries, 2001).

Traps and pots operate slightly differently from gill nets and entangling nets. They are

almost always moored on the bottom with a line and float to mark their position. Fish

and crustaceans are usuaNy attracted to the trap or pot by means of bait. Once in the

trap or pot, the target species - as well as other species - cannot escape. In the case of

lost gear, the trapped fish do not die immediately but once the food supply runs out it

they may starve.

However, the trapped fish may become the “bait11 for larger fish. It is this ‘re-baiting’ of

the trap by captured fish or crustacean that forms the basis of ghost fishing by the

gear. In a recent experiment in Canada where ‘ghost fishing’ was simulated with traps

targeting Dungeness crab, it was estimated that losses due to ghost fishing accounted

for seven percent of the total landings.

Where ghost fishing is believed to be a problem, methods to deactivate the fishing gear

after an appropriate interval have been suggested. This includes the use of

biodegradable twines in the framing of gill nets or in special panels in pots. Similar

results can be achieved with the use of ‘pop-ups’.

There have been remarkably few surveys to estimate the prevalence of ghost fishing

gear despite the availability of relatively low-cost video camera equipment (Norse &
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Carlton, 1995). Measures reducing the effects of ghost fishing and national and

international initiatives that have been taken to reduce the environmental damage that

can be caused by ghost fishing and lost gear. For example, Canada and Norway have

conducted gear retrieval or clean-up programmes to recover or destroy lost gill nets,

particularly in deep waters. This is because in deep water, fishing gear made of

synthetic fibers degrades much slower than in shallow water.

2~4 Rellat~onsh~p between contemporary f~sh~ng methods and sust&nabUity

of fish~ng act~vit~es

Acharjee et al, (2010) suggests that the Impact of fishing methods on conservation of

Ich thyofauna of river Relli in Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal .Impact of fishing

methods and gears used on fish faunal diversity in spring—fed torrential river Relli in

Darjeeling hill area of West Bengal was investigated in the present study. The fish

species available in the river provide nutrition and recreation (rarely income generating)

for a large number of people residing along the river bank and nearby villages and

towns. The fishing methods observed therein have been categorized as, i) Scientific

fishing methods, that is, collection of required number and size of fish so that sufficient

population of fish remains balanced in the nature. ii) Unscientific fishing methods, that

is, indiscriminate killing of large number of fish which adversely affect the water quality

of rivers. Ten types of fishing methods are practiced in this area, for example, diversion

of river channel, cast netting, scoop netting, angling, fish spearing, rock striking or

hammering, dynamiting, electric fishing, river poisoning and traps utilized. Over the

years uncontrolled and often indiscriminate fishing in the unmanaged hill-stream has

resulted in a sharp decline in fish resources.

Morgan et al, (2003) Shifting gears: addressing the collateral impacts of fishing

methods in U.S. waters

This report takes a first step toward addressing these problems by ranking the adverse

effects of different classes of fishing gears commonly in use in the United States.
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The clear consensus demonstrated in this study should be welcome to fishers, decision

makers, policy advisors, and conservation advocates because it provides a basis from

which to move forward in addressing these complicated issues and suggests avenues

for precautionary management. Suggestions for improving the state of marine

ecosystems include shifting gears—retiring and phasing out fishing gear classes that

cause the worst damage, allocating catch to less damaging gears, changing behaviors,

improving the technology, increasing incentives and funding efforts to limit by-catch

and habitat damage, establishing fishing closures, and increasing funding for

government agencies to carry out their conservation mandates.

Shifting Gears suggests not only moving toward the use of less ecologically damaging

fishing gears, but also shifting our thinking from single-species management to

protection, recovery, and sustainable use of entire ecosystems.

2~5 Research Gaps

Acharjee et al, (2010) tried to explain the impact of fishing methods on the

conservation of river Relli in general. This was a comprehensive study that touched on

almost all fishing methods. This made it shed little light on each of those methods and

their impact. This study therefore seeks to only investigate the impact of the modern

methods of fishing on the fishing Activities in Eyl town of Puntland. In so doing this is

expected to be a more detailed research touching on every aspect within the limits of

the study.

Morgan et al, (2003), also set out to investigate the impact of fishing methods in the US

waters. As much as this study concentrated on some of the methods to be dealt with in

this research, it left out the trawl as a method of fishing. This method is very significant

to Eyl fishing Activities as it is used at a very high rate, arguably higher than any other.

This study therefore shed light on this method too and how it impacts the fishing

Activities of Eyl.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3~O Introduction

This section embraced the methodology used by the researcher to gather, compile,

analyze and present data and findings relevant to the research. It is composed of nine

sections namely, research design, population, sample size, sample procedure, data

collection methods, data analysis and presentation, validity and reliability, ethical

considerations and limitations of the study.

3d Research Design

The researcher used descriptive correrational design that was in conjunction with

quantitative approach. This design was used because the topic of study required

extensive analysis and also needed to highlight the relationships that existed between

different phenomena. It is only through descriptive design where an investigation about

the current status and the nature of the phenomenon “contemporary fishing methods

and sustainability of fishing activities” in this case, was best revealed and some other

strategies that enhanced good deliberations. Descriptive studies being non-

experimental, research about the characteristics of a particular individual, or of a group

dealing with the relationship between variables, testing of hypothesis and development

of generalizations and use of theories that had universal validity. Data collection

employed the use of questionnaires,. Close-ended questions were designed for the

selected groups of respondents.

3.2 Research Population

Target population was 310 respondents who were fishermen and fish dealers in four

selected villages in Eyl. The study primarily focused on four villages namely;

Baday,Daawad, Gabac and Ilig, with a total population of 310 fishermen in Eyl Puntland

Somalia. These villages were selected because they were at the heart of the fishing
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zone in Eyl. The occupants in these villages are believed to be well knowledgeable with

the fishing activities in the area better than anyone else. Ministry of Fisheries (2015)

33 Sample Size

The sample size for this study was calculated as shown hereunder

Using Slovene’s formula for calculation of sample size

n= N

1 + N e2

Equation 1: Slloven&s Formula

Where

n = sample size

N = total population, and

e = margin of error, 5% = 0.05

310
= 1 + 3 10(0.05)2

Equation 2: Study Sample Formula

= 174~65 ~ 175 respondents
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Table 1: Population and Sample Size summary

Village Population Sample size

Baday 85 48

Daawad 80 45

Gabac 74 42

lug 71 40

Total 310 175

Source: Ministry ofFisheries (2015)

3A Sampling procedure

The study used both Purposive and random Sampling techniques. Purposive sampling

was used to obtain the information from the leaders of the fishermen. The reasons

behind this method were that; these selected respondents were out of the study as

they were the ultimate officers to allow the researcher to carry out research Activity.

Also, they occupied their positions as the researcher did not have the substitutes for

their positions. The researcher also applied Simple Random Sampling. This method was

subjected to fisher men and the relevant authorities. The technique was used because

it relieved the issue of bias in selection of the respondents and was easy to handle.
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3.5 Research Instruments

3.5.1 Questionnaire

The questionnaire was used to collect both numerical and in depth data on the entire

three research question using closed ended questions .This is because questionnaire

can generate statistical data using closed ended questions and in depth data using semi

structured and open-ended questions Amin,2005.

First the implementation of this study used Questionnaire as the main tool to collect

data, the study employed three research tools, research made questionnaires, one

questionnaire focused on the independent variable that is usage of Contemporary

fishing methods, and the other questionnaire focused on the dependent variable that is

sustainability of fishing Activities. All questions were close-ended. According to Amin

(2005), questionnaires were popular with researchers because information was

obtained fairly, easily and the responses were easily coded. However, the major

weaknesses of questionnaires were that they did not provide detailed information to the

problem.

3.5.2 Interview Guide

An interview guide is an oral administration of a questionnaire and it gives a general

plan to follow for data collection (Muganda and Mugenda, 2003). An interview guide

was also used because it encouraged face to face interaction with the respondents so

that issues can be clarified therefore gaining in-depth information on the subject.

However, the interview guide was time consuming which limited responses to just a

small number of respondents. In addition, the interview guide was used to supplement

the information given in the questionnaires.

3.5.3 Observation

Observation involves collecting information by watching respondents without informing

them. Kothari, (2004) notes that observation relates to what is currently happening and

it is not complicated by either the past behavior or future intentions or attitude of

respondents. The four villages in Eyl formed the sample that was used for observation.

The behavior of fishermen as they fished forms the source of the data.

~oiS
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3~6 Validity and Reliability of the Instrument

Validity was the accuracy and meaningfulness of inferences, which were based on the

research results (Mugenda, 1999). Validity of instruments were ascertained by first of

all discussing the questionnaire schedule drafts with the supervisor. The content validity

of the instrument was found worthy executing for the pilot run and thus the study.

After constructing the questionnaire the researcher contacted the supervisor and three

other experts in order to get expertise judgment on the validity. According to Gay

(1996) construct validity of an instrument was based on expert advice. The following

formula was used to test validity index

CVI = Number of items regarded relevant by judg~

Total number of items

For the results of the figures indicated 0.95, meaning that the instruments were valid

for use (See Appendix V).

3J Reliability of the Instruments

According to Mugenda (1999), reliability was a measure of the degree to which a

research instrument yields consistent results or data after repeated trials. The reliability

of instruments was established basing on the preliminary results derived from the pilot

study. The study instruments were set for the pilot run. Results realized were discussed

with the supervisor and the content reliability of the instrument was accepted.

The reliability of the questionnaire was established using Cronbach Alpha Coefficient

K(
Ii

K-1~

Where;

a = Reliability, Alpha Coefficient (Cronbach) was 0.502

K = Number of items in the instrument

~ = Variance of individual items
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= Variance of the total instrument

= Summation

3~8 Data Gathering Procedures

3~8ä Before the administration of the questionnaires

Before the administration of the questionnaires, an introduction letter was obtained from the

College of Higher Degrees and Research for the researcher to solicit approval to conduct the

study from respective managers of the fishing sites; when approved, the researcher secured a

list of the qualified respondents from the Mayor and select through conversational random

sampling from this list to arrive at the minimum sample size. The respondents were explained

about the study and were requested to sign the Informed Consent Form (Appendix 3).

During the administration of the questionnaires, the respondents were requested to

answer completely and were not allowed to leave any part of the questionnaires

unanswered. The researcher and assistants emphasized retrieval of the questionnaires

within five days from the date of distribution. On retrieval, all returned questionnaires

were checked to find out if all were answered.

After the administration of the questionnaires, the data gathered was correlated,

encoded into the computer and statistically treated using the Statistical Package for

Social Sciences (SPSS).

3~9 Data Anallysis

To determine the profile of the respondents, the frequency and percentage distribution

were used. The mean and standard deviation was used to compute for the level of

usage of Contemporary fishing methods and the sustainability of fishing Activities

Treece & Treece, (1987). An item analysis based on the mean scores and ranks was

computed to show the strengths and weaknesses of the respondents in terms of usage

of Contemporary fishing methods and the sustainability of fishing Activities.
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A correlation coefficient to test the hypotheses on correlation (Ho #2) at 0.05 level of

significance using the significance test.

Finally, regression model was done to check for the causality of the contemporary

fishing methods on sustainability of fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland.

Measurement of Variables

Variables of Contemporary fishing methods and Fishing Activities’ sustainability were

measured based on items in the questionnaire; Likert scale from one to four; 1 = very

low; 2 = low; 3 = high; 4 = very high. To interpret the obtained results of the

Contemporary fishing methods and level of fishing Activities sustainability; the following

numerical value and description were used;

Table 2: Analysis of Response Options Means

Mean Range Response Mode Interpretation

3.26-4.00 Strongly agree Very High

2.51-3.25 Agree High

1.76-2.50 Disagree Low

1.00-1.75 Strongly disagree Very low

The 0.05 level of significance was used to determine the significance of the difference

and to accept or reject the hypothesis(Kothari, 2004). The Pearson’s linear correlation

coefficient (PLCC) was used to determine if there is a significant relationship between

the Usage of Contemporary Fishing Methods and the level of Sustainability of Fishing

Activities.
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3~1O Ethical Considerations

All the data collected by the researcher from the respondents were kept confidential

and were only used for academic, Further an introductory letter was obtained from the

dean, college of higher degrees and research which was shown to each approached

respondents requesting for their co-operation.

3d1 Limitations of the Study

The researcher claimed an acceptable (0.05 level of significance) 5% margin of error in

view of the following anticipated threats to validity with relevance to this study:

The extraneous variables: Those that were likely to trigger the success of the Activity

including, the respondents’ unethical by closing offices before closure time, dishonesty

of the respondents and hiding the necessary information. The researcher curbed them

down by meeting the respondents before the filling in exercise begins.

Attrition: Attrition was also called data mortality involves failure to return some

questionnaires from the respondents and also returning unanswered questions. The

researcher therefore was careful with extra questionnaires that she used in case of data

mortality.

The researcher was treated with suspicion by some respondents by imagining her as a

spy leading to some respondents declining to cooperate in an attempt to safeguard

their jobs, position and interests. However, the above limitations were overcome by;

o The researcher made it clear to the respondents that the research was purely

academic, that research was mandatory to do in order to qualify in her studies, -

• The researcher also explained how the research was authorized by the University

Registrar’s office so as to clear any cause of suspicion.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

4~O Introduction

This chapter analyzes and presents the findings of the study. The findings are

presented using the frequency and distribution tables. Correlations, regression analysis,

are also used in analysis. The findings are guided by the following objectives:

1. To examine the effectiveness of contemporary fishing methods in Eyl, Puntland,

Somalia.

2. To assess the sustainability of the fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia.

3. To establish the relationship between contemporary fishing methods and the

sustainability of fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland, Somalia.

4~1 Attributes of Respondents

To determine the general attributes of respondents, frequency distribution tables were

used. Attributes include: Gender, age, qualification and experience, and fishing

methods used. The results are shown in Table 2 below.
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Table 4~1: ProfNe of Respondents

AGE OF RESPONDENTS
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
>Soyrs 11 6.3
41-50 yrs 29 16.6
31-40 yrs 49 28.0
<3Oyrs 84 48.0
Total 175 100.0

GENDER OF RESPONDENTS
FEMALE 22 12.6
MALE 153 87.4
Total 175 100.0

QUALIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS
SECONDARY 168 96
DIPLOMA 5 2.9
DEGREE 2 1.1
Total 175 100.0

FISHERIES EXPERIENCE
>25yrs 11 6.3
21-25 17 9.7
16-20 24 13.7
11-l5yrs 37 21.1
<lOyrs 86 49.1
Total 175 100.0

FISHNG .OMETHOD USED
GILL NETS 99 56.6
TRAWLS 33 18.9
DREDGES 3 1.7
HOOK AND LINE 12 6.9
OTHERS 4 2.3
Total 151 86.3
NOT MENTIONED 24 13.7

175 100.0

Source: Pr~mary data 2015

The above table signifies that there were more male than female respondents. The

males constituted 87.4% while the female counterparts constituted 12.6% out of the

total of 175 respondents. This means that there is evidence that the female gender has
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been actively discouraged in pursuing fishing as an economic activity. To the time of

the research the respondents felt that fishing is an all-man profession and ladies only

chip in to provide services like cooking for the fishermen or selling the fish product

itself.

Majority of the respondents were below 30 years old with 48.0%, then 3 1-40 with

28.0%, then 41-50 16.6% then >50 years with 6.3%. the profession of fishing is a

physical one according to the respondents interviewed and thereby need muscular

people who can pull gillnets and other fishing gear from the water and also steer boats

which at most times are manual. This therefore disadvantages the aged as they have

less might to offset these tasks.

It is noted in table that most respondents have Secondary education as their highest

level of education attained (96%), then followed by diploma holders at 2.9% and lastly

by degree holders who were at 1.1% of the total of 175 respondents. This was argued

out by the interviewed respondents that it was because the fishing activities were

despised by the locals and only semi-educated people could afford to take such jobs.

In terms of fishing experience, most of them fell in the bracket of below 10 years

experience at 49.1%, and then followed by 11-15 years at 21.1%, then by 16-20 at

13.7%, then by 21-25 at 9.7% and finally those with above 25 years of fisheries

experience were at 6.3%. Mostly, this activity is recommended for the youth who lack

experience and only go into it for the purpose of pushing time and exploring

opportunities. Most of these do not last to maturity but find a diversion economic

activity along the way and ultimately quit fishing. That is why there are fewer older

fishermen than younger ones.

With regards to the fishing methods used, the study concluded that most of the

respondents preferred gill nets and they accounted for 56.6°k, then followed by trawls

at 18.9%, then followed by hook and line at 6.9% and then by other methods (mostly

traditional) at 2.3% and finally hook and line at 1.7%. this implied that most of the

fishers used local fishing methods which were not appropriate.
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4~2 Contemporary Fishing Methods

Table 4~2: Descriptive Statistics on Contemporary Fishing Methods

____________ Descriptive Statistics

Indicators Mean Interpretat
ion

Rank

The methods used to fish are less
costly 2
The current fishing methods are 2.31 Low
habitat_sensitive
The cost benefit analysis of the 3.49 Very high 1
fishing_methods_is_positive

Source: Primary data 2014

The table above shows the contemporary fishing methods variable which has been

broken down into its 3 respective construct variables which are in turn broken down

Efficiency of
fishing
methods

2.49 Low

Contemporary fishing methods are
advisable

Very low
4

____________________________ 250 LowMean average

The current fishing methods actually 3.64 Very high 2
pay_off
Current fishing methods catch bigger 3.45 Very high

Effectiveness shoals
4of fishing Current fishing methods are more 354 Very high

methods
productive
Current fishing methods bring more 388 Very high
revenue
Mean average 3q63 Very high

All contemporary fishing methods are 2.21 Low 2
productive
The catch by contemporary methods- 2.96 High

Productivit~’ of is always huge
1fishing

Contemporary fishing methods catch 2.01 Low
methods the intended fish type and size

Contemporary fishing methods are 1.77 Low
preferred by fishermen

2~24 LowMean average
2J9 highTotal Mean average
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into four indicators for each. The general mean for the contemporary fishing methods

was established at 279 which were interpreted as high.

The construct variables faired well too as the highest being the one for effectiveness of

fishing methods which scored a mean of 3.63. It was interpreted as “very high”. This

means that without regarding other factors, contemporary fishing methods do actually

catch fish and are well embraced by the local population.

The lowest performing construct variable was productivity of the fishing methods whose

mean was established at 2~24 (low). This meant that the contemporary fishing methods

could not particularly be relied upon to be productive in the long run. The respondents

were of the opinion that these methods only worked for a short period of time but can

cause serious problems like shortages if not well regulated. In that way they were

considered as lowly productive especially in the long run.

In terms of the indicators, the one which scored the best rating was where the

respondents felt that the contemporary fishing methods bring more revenue compared

to the latter ones (3.88). This was true since the contemporary fishing gears are

specifically tailored to catch more fish and thereby boosting the revenue prospects.

The worst indicator was established where the respondents felt that contemporary

fishing methods are not actually advisable. As much as they were of the idea that these

fishing methods were effective, they did not think if it was advisable to actually use

them (1.73). From the interviewed respondents, many would point out issues on habitat

damage that posed a great risk to the marine life.
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4.3 Sustainabullity of Fishing Activities

Table 4.3: Descriptive Statistics on Sustainabullity of Fishing Activities

Descriptive_Statistics
Mean Interpr Rank

etation —

Profits are realized while using Very high
contemporary fishing methods 2
Fishing in Eyl significantly supports Very high

Economic the local economy 1
sustainability Fishing is the main economic activit~’ 3.31 Very high

inEyl 3
Fishing in Eyl is majorly for 2.33 Low
commercial purposes 4
Mean average 3.14 High
Fishing in Eyl interferes with the fish 2.58 High
habitat 1
Fishing methods used by fishermen 1.70

Very low
Environmental care for the marine life 3
sustainability Fishing in Eyl is sensitive to the 1.49

Very low
ecosystem 4
Fishing in Eyl is regulated by 2.39

Low
environmentalists 2
Mean average 2.04 low
Fishing is part of the culture of the 2.92 High
Eyl people 1
Eyl community loves fishing activities 2.16 Low 2

Cultural Fishermen are actually oriented by 1.35
sustainability predecessors before they are allowed Very low

to start fishing 4
The Eyl community protects the 2.30

Low
marine life of Eyl shores 3
Mean average 2.14 low
Total Mean average 2.44 low

Source: Primary data 2014

The general mean for the sustainability of fishing Activities was 2.44 (low). This was

arrived at by averaging the means for the three construct means. As much as this
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means that the perception of the sustainability of the fishing Activities by the

respondents was good, it does not mean that it was good enough. Many respondents

complained about this during the interviews and it should go without saying that more

can still be achieved.

The best performing construct in this category was the economic sustainability (3.14).

In this case respondents unanimously agreed that contemporary fishing methods mean

more economic growth and development. This is true because as Warsame, (2010)

writes that fish harvest in EyI has been on the increase since contemporary gear were

in practice at the shores and waters of Eyl from the early 2000’s.

The worst performing construct variable was the one on environmental sustainability.

This means that the contemporary fishing methods have not done well to protect and

preserve the environment. For instance, there are so many instances of abandoned

fishing gear in the deep waters of Eyl which is a phenomenon called Ghost Fishing. This

end up littering the water and if done in large scales might make navigation of the

water somehow difficult. Furthermore, fishing with such gear leads to overfishing or

fishing of unsuitable and younger fish which leads to depletion of fish or an interfered

marine ecosystem.

With regards to the indicators, the one that faired best was the fact that the

respondents felt that fishing in EyI supported the local economy which is very true. Eyl

is a region that for decades has been dependent solely on fishing for its livelihood both

as a commercial activity and also as a main source of food.

The worst indicator on this was the fact that respondents were not convinced that

Fishermen are actually oriented by predecessors before they are allowed to start

fishing. This they claimed to be false since even the older fishermen were not well

conversant on the usage and consequences of the usage of contemporary fishing gear.

In this way they could act as teachers or trainers to this incoming flock of new and

young fishermen.
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4A Corr&ations

4~4J. Construct Variab~es Corr&ations

The table below shows the correlations between construct variables for the study

whereby the independent variables constructs were correlated against the dependent

variable’s constructs.

It can be noted from the table that all the correlations were found to be positive. Some

of the correlations were stronger than others. The strongest correlation was established

between efficiency of fishing methods and cultural sustainability (0742). This,

according to the Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient scale was interpreted as strong

positive correlation. Its significance level was established at 0~000 which beats the

threshold of 0.05 by far. In this case the correlation (or relationship) between the two

construct variables is said to be significant.
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Table 4.4: Construct Variables Correlations

riables R- P- Interpretation Decision on
value value hypothesis

iciency of fishing methods and .677** 0.000 Significant strong positive Rejected
)nomic sustainability correlation
iciency of fishing methods and .527** 0.000 Significant strong positive Rejected
iironmental sustainabi lity correlation
iciency of fishing methods and .742** 0.000 Significant strong positive Rejected
tural sustainability correlation
ectiveness of fishing methods .634** 0.000 Significant strong positive Rejected
:1 economic sustainability correlation
ectiveness of fishing methods .483** 0.000 Significant strong positive Rejected
:1 environmental sustai nability correlation
ectiveness of fishing methods .684** 0.000 Significant strong positive Rejected
:1 cultural sustainability correlation
ductivity of fishing methods and 0.133 0.078 Insignificant weak positive Accepted
)nomic sustainability correlation
ductivity of fishing methods and 0.104 0.170 Insignificant weak positive Accepted
,ironmental sustainability correlation
ductivity of fishing methods and 0.046 0.542 Insignificant weak positive Accepted
tural sustainability correlation

~. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The poorest correlation was established between productivity of fishing methods and

cultural sustainability (0.046). This suggests a very weak positive correlation between

the two construct variables. The significance was also established at a poor level of

0.542 which makes itinsignificant. The relationship between these was thus declared as

insignificant weak positive correlation.

In summary, six correlations out of nine were insignificant and produced weak positive

correlations while the rest of the six correlations produced rather more significant,

stronger positive ratings on the Pearson scale of correlations. Therefore six hypotheses

statement were rejected while adopting the alternative and three null hypotheses were

accepted.
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4~4.2 General Correlations for Study Variables

Table 4~5: Main Study variables Correlations

Correlations
Contempor Sustainabilit Decision on
ary fishing y of fishing hypothesis
methods Activities

Contemporary Pearson 1 .889**
fishing methods Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 175 175

Sustainability of Pearson .889** 1 Rejected
fishing Activities Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 175 175

**~ Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Source: Analyzed data 2014

Under this it was noted that the correlation between contemporary fishing methods and

sustainability of fishing Activities stood at 0.889 which suggests a very strong positive

correlation between the two thereby giving evidence of a possible relationship. The

significance level of 0.000 also serves to prove the point that the relationship is

significant enough since it is way below the threshold of 0.05.This means that

contemporary fishing methods influence the sustainability of the fishing Activities in Eyl

by 88.9%.

Correlation does not necessarily mean causality, so it is prudent to only be confident of

the relationship rather than the influence one has on the other. In other words, the

above correlation may mean that sustainability of fishing Activities may influence

contemporary fishing methods and vice versa. In order to really capture how

sustainability of fishing Activities can be influenced by contemporary fishing methods, a

more elaborate procedure needs to be employed. In the next section, this is tackled

under regression modeling.
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4.5 Regression

4.6 Constructs Variab~es Regression
COEFFICIENTS

Model Un standardized Standardized : 51g.
Coefficients Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) .454 .104 4.349 .000

Efficiency Of Fishing .252 .015 .694 16.550 .000
Methods

Effectiveness of
.196 .021 .363 9.143 .000

fishing methods

Productivity of fishing .202 .026 .301 7.840 .000
methods

a. Dependent Variable: SUSTAINABILIFY OF FISHING ACTIVITIES

The above table summarizes the regression details for the independent construct

variables against the dependent variable of sustainability of fishing Activities. Each of

the independent construct variables contributes positively towards the dependent

variable.

In order to derive a mathematical model relating the numerous variables xl — x3 with

the dependent variable, of sustainability of fishing Activities, the regression equation

needs to be formulated. For a linear relationship, the general formula is given as y = a

+ bx, but since there are numerous x variables with differing coefficients the approach

shall be a bit different as analysed hereunder

y=a+bxi = a + bxl + bx2+bx3

Where y=sustainability of fishing Activities

a=constant
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b= coefficient of x

Xi= efficiency of contemporary fishing methods

X2= effectiveness of fishing Activities

X3= productivity of fishing Activities

Y = 0.454 + 0,252x1 + 0.196x2 + 0.202x3

Equation 3: Construct regression Equation

4J Main Study Variabiles Regression

Coefficientsa

Model Un standardized Standardize t Sig.
Coefficients d

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

(constant) .333 .087 3.849 .000

contemporary fishing
~ .680 .027 .889 25.486 .000

methods

a. Dependent Variable: SUSTAINABILITY OF FISHING ACTIVITIES

Source: Analyzed data 2015

The ultimate regression equation can be computed from the above table which

regresses the main study variables of contemporary fishing methods and sustainability

of fishing Activities in Eyl, Puntland.

y=a+bx

Where

y = sustainability of fishing Activities

x = contemporary fishing methods
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a = constant

y = 0.333 + 0.680x

Equation 4: Study Regression Equation

This means that with every unit increase of usage of contemporary fishing methods,

there would be 68.0% corresponding increase in the sustainability of the fishing

Activities.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEDATIONS

5~O Introduction

This chapter presents the discussion of the findings, conclusions and recommendations

arising out of the research findings in chapter four and suggests areas of further

research, findings and results are discussed in line with answers to specific research

questions.

5~1 D~scussbn of F~nd~ngs

5~L1 Contemporary F~sh~ng Methods

Findings revealed that the contemporary fishing methods were being used without

regulations thereby under-achieving their potential. This was established as the mean

of the contemporary fishing methods settled at 2.84 which was declared just above

average. There are so many reasons as to why this was the case. There were some

aspects of it that boosted their effectiveness while others were certainly below average.

Wilson (2000)

To begin with, it was noted that contemporary fishing methods effectiveness level was

very high. This meant that the fishing methods actually caught more and bigger shoals

of fish, that they were also productive and also that they actually pay off. This is the

main reason as to why the fishermen at Eyl have resorted to using these fishing gears

since they are interested in profitable ventures. The traditional fishing gears were very

unpopular where only 2.3°k claimed to still be using them. These methods were said to

be ineffective since they catch only much less big shoals of fish. It was also noted that

the only people who use such meager and old fashioned fishing gear were those who

sought to fish for domestic consumption or those who do it for leisure such as the case

with tourists. Though these fishing methods have been used for a much shorter period

compared to the traditional methods, fishermen have grown into liking them for their

effectiveness. The findings were also in line with those of Wilson (2000) who

suggested that Dredging reduces habitat complexity, leading to long-term effects
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including decreased species richness and biomass and increased presence of weedy

species. Dredging damages organisms reduces biomass and smothers Submerged

Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) and algae

The efficiency of contemporary fishing gears was established to be low (2.45). There

was a unanimous opinion that these methods were not pocket friendly to the users and

fishermen. Gillnets, trawls and dredges are amongst the world’s renowned fishing

methods and do not come cheaply. The cost of dredges for instance may range from

$10,000 — $ 200,000 depending on the size or capacity. These methods were also

thought not to be habitat sensitive as they would care less for by catch. Small fish are

caught by these gears inadvertently. Moreover these gears go destroying the ecological

marine system by scratching sea bottoms/surfaces, destroying marine plant life which is

necessary for the apt survival of the fish. The only positive aspect in this is that these

fishing methods cost benefit analysis churned out positive results. The cost of acquiring

these fishing gears was said to be recouped within an average period of six months

depending on the type of gear. The method that would take more time to recoup the

invested amount is dredges which can take upto two years. Those who preferred this

method cited durability as the main reason as to why they selected to use the specific

method. These were also in line with those of Chrisomptom (2001) who said that

Mid-water gillnets are most commonly used to catch pelagic (water-column) fish species

such as sharks, herring, mackerel, salmon, and swordfish. Mid-water gillnets are

marked at the ends with buoys, but the nets are not anchored to the seafloor. Mid-

water gillnets can be as much as 1,200 feet (360 meters) long and 12—50 feet (3.5—13

meters) deep. Many net panels can be tied together. Because mid-water gillnets rarely

come into contact with the seafloor, their effects on habitat are minimal

The productivity of these fishing gears was found to be low at a mean of 2.24 (low).

This was so because there was the notion that such methods were not sustainable in

the long run as they lead to fast depletion of the fish resource. In this case the

productivity of the methods was rated as low. Furthermore these methods were blamed

for catching the wrong type of fish with numerous cases reported of some fishermen
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returning back to shore with a whole lot of small fish. These methods do not

discriminate whether the fish is mature to be harvested or not. Fish harvested is always

for sale and eating and this violates the ecosystem by taking form the sea what is not

ready to be harvested. These were line with those of Wilson (2000) who said that

Trawling also re-suspends sediment (turbidity), lowers the nutritive quality of sediment,

and reduces primary and microbial production. Turbidity impedes the normal

functioning of benthic organisms’ feeding and respiratory structures, resulting in

hypoxia or anoxia.

5.1.2 SustahiabHfty of F~sh~ng Act~vfties

The sustainability of the fishing gear was found to be low (2.40). The aspects of

sustainability analysed hereunder were economic sustai na bi lity, environmental

sustainability and cultural sustainability.

Economic sustainability was found to be rather high compared to the rest of the

sustainability dimensions (3.14).In this aspect it was argued that it is because this was

the main economic activity in the area. People felt that the economy of the area has

been improved since the adoption of these methods. It is clear that at least 8 out of ten

people depend on fishing directly or indirectly for livelihood. According to Warsame,

(2010) Eyl economic growth has been on the increase in the ten years which is almost

the same time when there has been increased use of the contemporary fishing gears.

Most of the fishermen who subscribed to the use of these methods actually

acknowledged more profits by the day.

Environmental sustainability on the other hand was adversely affected by the

cotemporary fishing methods and was measured to be low (2.04). This has mainly due

to ghost fishing and by catches which have become a common trend in Eyl’s waters.

Whenever these gears like nets malfunction in the deep waters, the fishermen simply

discard them in the waters and replace them with new spare ones they always carry.

These nets tend to trap fish which helplessly die due to shock and immobility.

Whenever there is by catch (the catching of smaller unintended fish), there is a
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negative and direct influence on the ecosystem since it hampers the reproduction

process. These methods nevertheless still do not take into account such contingencies.

It was established that indeed these methods interfere with the ecosystem, are

hazardous to marine life and no significant environmental policies protect the marine

ecosystem against overexploitation and destructive fishing methods and activities. If we

do not assume that “natural capital” is always interchangeable with financial capital,

argue Herman Daly (1996) and other proponents of ecological economics, then

sustaining opportunity for the future requires strong conservation measures to preserve

ecological goods and to keep economies operating in respect of natural limits. These

considerations complement an ecological model.

Cultural aspects of the sustainability were also low as the computed mean stood at

2.02. This meant that contemporary fishing methods violated the cultural practices of

Eyl community. These methods only came in less than two decades ago and took over.

According to the interviewed respondents they claimed that long time ago, there used

to be classes which were meant to train and orient new fishermen into the activity. This

is no longer evident as these fishing methods lack regulatory measures. Fishermen use

these methods without prior training and social embracing. In another way these

methods are perceived to be a form of alienation from the tradition of the people in Eyl.

As much as these methods popularized the fishing activity even to those who had no

interest in the field, they have severely violated the culture of the people. In order to

have sustainable aquaculture the two cultures within Canada need to cooperate and

make steps towards protecting the fruit of the ocean (Wilson, 2000).

5~L3 Rellat~onship between contemporary flsh~ng methods and sust&nabN~ty

of flsh~ng act~vft~es

Findings show that there is a significant positive relationship between contemporary

fishing methods and sustainability of fishing Activities. On the person correlation scale

this relationship measures at 0.889 which is interpreted as a strong positive

relationshi p.
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The null hypothesis was thus rejected and the alternative hypothesis adopted since the

significance of the relationship was 0.000 which suggests a vivid evidence of a good

correlation between the two study variables. A regression model was also formulated as

has been shown under Regression section. This model may be used to forecast or

present scenarios relating to the how sustainability of fishing Activities may be

influenced by an increase or a decrease in one or more factors that affect it.

This implies that as the governing body continues disregarding the relevance of

contemporary fishing methods the sustainability of such fishing Activities is bound to

diminish but as the aspects of the contemporary fishing methods like their

effectiveness, efficiency and productivity the sustainability of these Activities will be on

the increase. The fish species available in the river provide nutrition and recreation

(rarely income generating) for a large number of people residing along the river bank

and nearby villages and towns. The fishing methods observed therein have been

categorized as, i) Scientific fishing methods, that is, collection of required number and

size of fish so that sufficient population of fish remains balanced in the nature. ii)

Unscientific fishing methods, that is, indiscriminate killing of large number of fish which

adversely affect the water quality of rivers. Ten types of fishing methods are practiced

in this area, for example, diversion of river channel, cast netting, scoop netting, angling,

fish spearing, rock striking or hammering, dynamiting, electric fishing, river poisoning

and traps utilized Acharjee et al, (2010)
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5~2 Conclusion

On the effectiveness of contemporary fishing methods in Eyl Puntland, Somalia the

researcher concludes that the results from the study indicate that there were strong

and weak areas of contemporary fishing methods which in turn caused the poor

sustainability of these Activities. Only effectiveness was high enough but efficiency and

productivity were low. Many loopholes were identified in the findings which are thought

to have been the genesis of the poor sustainability of the fishing Activities. These

hitches ranged from the manner in which the fishing methods were regulated and the

passiveness and ignorance of the fishermen as to how the fishing methods impacted

the long time sustainability of the fishing Activities.

On the impact of contemporary fishing methods and the sustainability of fishing

activities in Eyl Puntland Somalia. The study identified probable weaknesses and

irregularities with the contemporary fishing methods and hereby offers its

recommendation as to what should be done in order to improve the viability and

sustainability of fishing Activities in EyL district.

Basing on the findings on the relationship between contemporary fishing methods and

sustainability of fishing activities, the relationship was found to be significant, positive

and strong between the two variables under study which leads to the conclusion that

there is need to improve on the contemporary fishing methods in order to improve on

the sustainability of the fishing methods

The study tried as much as possible to focus on how to employ the contemporary

fishing methods to effectively promote the fisheries Activities sustainability. This

sustainability which was measured in terms of productivity, effectiveness and efficiency

can be improved by a great deal by adopting the recommendations as suggested in the

subsequent section.
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5~3 Recommendatbns

The researcher recommends that for contemporary fishing methods to be effective,

1. First there needs to be some insight into how to manage the cost of these fishing

equipment. Most of the gears are expensive and not readily affordable by the

common man. This cuts them out of the benefits to enjoy the usefulness of the

fishing methods which are available to them. Most especially, a local processing

plant for such gears needs to be opened up in Puntland in order to reduce the

cost of acquiring such. Up to now, fishermen depend on importing the fishing

equipment from overseas. This has hitherto proved to be costly and only

affordable to a selected few. The government should come up and teach the

fishermen on the fishing sites the proper fishing methods and the available

fishing methods and also emphasize the correct fishing nets that can make the

fishing activities at the lakes or shores a sustainable activity.

2. The fishermen should, also be groomed to be habitat sensitive. They need to be

wary of the consequences of their inappropriate habits like overfishing, by catch

and ghost fishing. There needs to be some form of enforcement particularly in

the fisheries sector to protect the resource from overexploitation and being

adulterated. This calls for proper regulation especially concerning the

environmental affairs. By adopting these regulations, fishermen will be assured

of consistent fish harvest and environmental sustainability.

3. For the equipment that operates on large scale, it should only be allowed to do

so in the very deepest of the waters where other methods would prove

ineffective. For instance trawls and dredges should be confined to more than

10km from the shores of FyI. This will make sure that even those with inferior

fishing gears can also enjoy the catch of fish. Fishing for leisure should also be

regulated by a special body governing fishing at the shores. Only tourists and

Holiday makers with valid permits should be allowed into the waters of Eyl to
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fish. Their equipment should be thoroughly examined to ensure they don’t have

the slightest intention to interfere with the marine ecosystem.

4. Technology and research is another area that needs to be given attention.

Creativity from the masses should be encouraged as to coming up with new and

better designs of the fishing gears. The way that the ancient fishing methods

were discovered, new one can also be discovered that same way. Innovation into

improving the current set of fishing equipment should also be encouraged.

5. Amateur fishermen should seek training and orientation to familiarize them with

the fishing profession. This should be done through official channels organized

by the regulatory body to be formulated .This will help them in making proper

decisions regarding which fishing methods they are to use at any specific time or

circumstance. Lack of orientation is what has caused lack of professionalism in

the fishing field. Once regulated, people will start taking the profession seriously

abide by the laid down policies. The general public also needs to be made aware

about the general do’s and don’t’s in fishing. This will serve to improve both their

knowhow about fishing and also their perception of the fishing industry. Ladies

need to be encouraged to offer more participation whether directly or indirectly.

More enlightenment means more participation which in turn means more

success.

5A Areas of Further Research

In order to enhance the operation and sustainability of fishing activities in Eyl puntland

the researcher recommends that, the following areas should be tackled by further

because this study could not explore the entire area:

The impact of Fishing gears and productivity of fishing enterprises

The role of Fishing Activities and economic growth

The impact of Fishing Activities on environmental degradation
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX IA: TRANSMITIAL LETIER

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY VICE CHANCELLOR (DVC)

COLLEGE OF HIGHER DEGREES & RESEARCH

Dear Sir/Madam,

RE: INTRODUCTION LEVIER TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN YOUR INSTITUTION

ABDIWAHAB MOHAMED HASSAN is a bonfire student of Kampala International

University pursuing a Master in Activity planning and management.

He is currently conducting a field research for his thesis entitled Contemporary

Hsh~ng Methods and SustahiabH~ty of Hshing Projects ~n Eyll, Punt~and.

Your institution has been identified as a valuable source of information pertaining to his

research Activity. The purpose of this letter then is to request you to avail him with the

pertinent information he may need.

Any data shared with him will be used for academic purposes only and shall be kept

with utmost confidentiality.

Any assistance rendered to him will be highly appreciated.

Yours truly,
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APPENDIX IB: TRANSMITTAL LETTER FOR THE RESPONDENTS

Dear Sir! Madam,

Greetings!

I am a Masters of Activity Planning and Management candidate of Kampala

International University. Part of the requirements for the award is a thesis. My study is

entitled “Contemporary F~shing Methods and Sust&nabNfty of Hsh~ng projects

lln Ey~, Puntiland”, within this context; may I request you to participate in this study by

answering the questionnaires~ Kindly do not leave any option unanswered. Any data

you will provide shall be for academic purposes only and no information of such kind

shall be disclosed to others.

May I retrieve the questionnaire within eight days (8)?

Thank you very much in advance.

Yours faithfully,

ABDIWAHAB MOHAMED HASSAN
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APPENDIX II: CLEARANCE FROM ETHICS COMMITTEE

Date________________

Cand~datWs Data

Name__________________________________

Reg. # _____________________________

Course _____________________________________

Title of Study

Ethkall Rev~ew Checkllñst

The study rev~ewed considered the foNow~ng:

Physical Safety of Human Subjects

Psychological Safety

Emotional Security

Privacy

Written Request for Author of Standardized Instrument

Coding of Questionnaires/Anonymity/Confidentiality

Permission to Conduct the Study

Informed Consent

Citations/Authors Recognized

Results of Ethkall Review

Approved

Conditional (to provide the Ethics Committee with corrections)
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Disapproved! Resubmit Proposal

Ethks Committee (Name and S~gnature)

Chairperson

Members
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APPENDIX III: INFORMED CONSENT

I am giving my consent to be part of the research study of Mr. ABDIWAHAB MOHAMED

HASSAN that will focus on usage of Contemporary fishing methods and the

sustainability of fishing Activities in in Eyl, Puntland Somalia

I shall be assured of privacy, anonymity and confidentiality and that I will be given the

option to refuse participation and right to withdraw my participation anytime.

I have been informed that the research is voluntary and that the results will be given to

me if I ask for it.

Initials: _______________________________
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APPENDIX IVA: FACE SHEETDEMOGRAPHICS OF REPONDENTS

(P~ease Tkk):

Age:

<30 El 31-40 L~ 41-50 E1 > 50~~

Gender

Male E1 Female El

Maritall Status

Married ~ Single ~

Qualifications Under Education Discipline (Please Specify):

CertificateEl Diploma ~j Bachelors D Masters ~ Ph.D. N/A ~

Other qualifications not mentioned (please specify here) __________

Number of Years in fishing industry in Eyl (Please Tick):

10 yrs. I I 11- l5yrsI____ 16-2oyrs ____ 21-25yrs I >25yrs. ~

The fishing methods used

Gill nets I I dredges I I trawls I I hook and line1 1 others I I
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APPENDIX IV B: RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Direction: Please write your rating on the space before each option which corresponds

to your best choice in terms of Usage of contemporary fishing methods in your area.

Kindly, use the scoring system below.

Score Response Mode Description

4 Strongly Agree you agree with no doubt at all

3 Agree you agree with some doubt

2 Disagree you disagree with some doubt

1 Strongly Disagree you disagree with no doubt at all

SECTION I: CONTEMPORARY FISHING METHODS

EFFICIENCY OF FISHING METHODS

No. Question Selection

1 The methods used to fish are less costly 1 2 3 4

2 The current fishing methods are habitat sensitive 1 2 3 4

3 The cost benefit analysis of the fishing methods is 1 2 3 4

positive

4 Contemporary fishing methods are advisable 1 2 3 4
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EFFECTIVENESS OF FISHING METHODS

No. Question Selection

1 The current fishing methods actually pay off 1 2 3 4

2 Current fishing methods catch bigger shoals 1 2 3 4

3 Current fishing methods are more productive 1 2 3 4

4 Current fishing methods bring more revenue 1 2 3 4

PRODUCTIVITY OF FISHING METHODS

No. Question Selection

1 All contemporary fishing methods are productive 1 2 3 4

2 The catch by contemporary methods is always huge 1 2 3 4

3 Contemporary fishing methods catch the intended fish 1 2 3 4

type and size

4 Contemporary fishing methods are preferred by 1 2 3 4

fishermen
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SECTION II: SUSTAINABILITY OF FISHING PROJECTS

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

No. Question Selection

1 Profits are realized while using contemporary fishing 1 2 3 4
methods

2 Fishing in Eyl significantly supports the local economy 1 2 3 4

3 Fishing is the main economic activity in Eyl 1 2 3 4

4 Fishing in FyI is majorly for commercial purposes 1 2 3 4

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

No. Question Selection

1 Fishing in FyI interferes with the fish habitat 1 2 3 4

2 Fishing methods used by fishermen are hazardous to 1 2 3 4
the marine life

3 Fishing in FyI is sensitive to the ecosystem 1 2 3 4

4 Fishing in Eyl is regulated by environmentalists 1 2 3 4

CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY

No. Question Selection

1 Fishing is part of the culture of the Eyl people 1 2 3 4

2 Eyl community loves fishingactivities 1 2 3 4

3 Fishermen are actually oriented by predecessors 1 2 3 4
before they are allowed to start fishing

4 The FyI community protects the marine life of FyI 1 2 3 4
shores
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APPENDIX V: INTERVIEW GUIDE

1. How is the fishing industry success in Eyl?

2. Which are the most used contemporary fishing methods in Eyl?

3. How do trawls, dredges and gill nets impact on fishing Activities in Eyl?

4. How is the state of the fish habitat around Eyl shores?

5. How is the state of ghost fishing around Eyl shores! waters?

6. How is the state of by-catches as experienced around Eyl waters?

7. Are fishing Activities positively or negatively affected by contemporary fishing

methods in Eyl ?

8. What would you do if place in charge of the Eyl coast as senior shores

management with regards to fishing methods

~+~3~%9 .~‘_7
c~OLS
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